
Hailed as first case of love Jihad under Gujarat Freedom of Religion 

Act: Truth or Propaganda? 
 

Introduction: 

 

The State of Gujarat has recently passed the Gujarat Freedom of Religion Amendment Act 2021. This 

Act ironically seeks to regulate inter-faith marriages in the state by laying down various stringent 

conditions for marriage between individuals following different faiths. The Act was recently applied 

to one case in Gujarat. According to media reports, the victim, Priya (Name changed), 25 years old 

was befriended by Sameer Qureshi over social media in February 2019. It was reported that he 

forcibly married her after converting her and also tortured her. Priya approached the police on 17th 

June at the Gotri police station and filed an FIR against Sameer and accordingly Sameer, 21 years old, 

was arrested. Priya, however, in an affidavit filed in the court denied making accusations against 

Sameer. This case is the first registered case after the Gujarat Freedom of Religion Amendment Act, 

2021 came into force. There are more cases filed after this case. The case in question raises many 

questions about the Act and its implementation. A fact-finding team visited Vadodara to unearth the 

truth about this case after meeting the relevant stakeholders.  

 

Team and Methodology: 

 

A team consisting of social activists, Hozefa Ujjaini, Samina Malek, Khairunnisha pathan and 

Kherunben Saiyed along with Pravin Soya visited Vadodara on 5th July 2021, to gather information 

about the case. The team met the senior leader Chirag Shaikh, who is heading the case and Sameer’s 

uncle who explained the entire case to the fact finding team. The team tried to meet Priya but she 

was not allowed to meet anyone due to the pressure of case. The team was unable to meet Sameer 

and his family since they all are arrested along with the maulvi who had performed the nikah.   

 

The Team also acquired documents related to the case- the FIR copy, copy of the affidavit filed by 

Priya in the court, their marriage certificate and Nikahnama. These helped the Team to arrive at 

some crucial findings which will be discussed below.  

 

Background: 

 

Gujarat is a hotbed of communal conflicts. The 2002 communal riots were not an aberration of an 

otherwise peaceful society, but only a part of the continuous process of polarization along religious 

lines and consolidation of communal discourses.  Major riots have taken place in Gujarat in 1946, 

1969, 1981-82, 1985, 1990, 1992, 2002, & 2006. Though the ruling dispensation would like everyone 

to believe that there are no communal riots in Gujarat post 2002, this is far from truth. 

Communalism has taken different forms in Gujarat and narratives have evolved though the fault 

lines have remained the same- the stereotypes against Muslims- the community aiming to take over 

the Hindus in terms of population, the Muslim men being lascivious, Muslims being invaders 

destroying places of worships belonging to Hindus, etc. These stereotypes have resulted in violent 

attitudes against Muslims and have been institutionalized through a range of policies which have 

rendered the Muslims as second class citizens. Some of these policies include the Disturbed Areas 



Act resulting in spacial segregation and The Gujarat Freedom of Religion (Amendment) Act 

regulating conversions and inter-faith marriages. 

 

Over the years, the narrative of “love jihad” is promoted by the Hindu supremacists who have taken 

an alarmist approach to justify their unfounded militant vigilantism against innocent youth. The 

campaign of “love Jihad” is mainly a conspiracy theory that Muslim men under the pretext of love 

and marriage, seek to convert Hindu women. Not only is this hate filled campaign against the 

Constitutional rights of the couples or individuals who have the right to choose their own partners 

irrespective of religion, it essentially infantilizes women undermining their agency and also keeps the 

cauldron of hate brewing for the Muslims. In the recent years there are increasing cases of Hindu 

supremacist organizations raising the bogey of love jihad. Some of many incidents include the 

following:  

 

 On 3rd October 2018, Muslim boy and Dalit girl of Sherpur village, District Idar fled the 

village to get married.  Hindu supremacists took this opportunity to spread hatred against 

Muslim community by claiming the case as an instance of “Love Jihad”. In response to this, 

other community in village socially boycotted this Muslim family. On October 26th, 2018 the 

villagers gathered at Muslim mohalla and exiled three families outside the village.  The 

families took shelter in Himmatnagar for one month. The mob of villagers looted the shops 

owned by Muslim community.  

 On 10th July 2018, Muslim boy and Hindu girl of Vadali village, District, Sabarkantha eloped 

from the village for marriage. The case of this inter religious romantic relationship was 

projected as “Love Jihad”, leading to communal tension and resulted in small scale riots in 

Vadali. There was stone pelting and Muslim-owned shops were set ablaze. The police 

brought the girl back and handed her over to her family. 

 In 2019, in Kotda Gadi village in Sabarkantha district, an Adivasi minor girl and Muslim boy 

were in inter-faith relationship since a long time. They both left the village, but after some 

time girl returned and a compromise was arrived at.  An agreement was signed that stated 

the boy would not return back to village and amount of 35 thousand rupees be paid as 

compensation for settlement. But after a few days, the couple fled the village again. A mob 

from Adivasi community attacked the Muslim locality leading to 12 Muslim families fleeing 

from the village.  

 In 2019, in Vadodara at the Maharaja Sayajirao University (MSU) campus, an anti-ragging 

protest took a communal turn when one of the groups protesting against the anti-ragging 

protest- mainly a group consisting of Muslim students was accused of luring Hindu women in 

romantic relations with Muslim boys and termed it as “love jihad”. Clashes broke out 

between both the groups. The VP of the students body who led the anti-ragging protest and 

the police have been accused of anti-Muslim biased since 8 names mentioned in the FIR are 

all Muslims.  

 Communal tensions at Mehsana were stoked by reports of “love jihad” spread through 

social media and electronic media. In a local college, one Muslim boy and Hindu girl were in 

an interfaith relationship. They were confronted by one Dhaval Barot who is a VHP member. 

He threatened the couple. But some boys beat up Dhaval Barot and he was injured. Dhaval 

Barot portrayed this incident as “love jihad” to defame the Muslim youth and claimed that 

he was protecting the Hindu women from “Jihadists”. 



 

 

 

About Vadodara (Brief Context) 

 

Vadodara, also known as Baroda, is the third-largest city in the Indian state of Gujarat. It serves as 

the administrative headquarters of the Vadodara district and is situated on the banks of the 

Vishwamitri River, 141 kilometres from the state capital of Gandhinagar.  

  

It is famous as the cultural capital of Gujarat as well as a centre of educational activities, it pays 

respect to the Sayaji Rao Gaikwad, a Maratha ruler.  Vadodara name is derived from the Vad means 

Banyan trees. Vadodara is popular as ‘Sanskari Nagri’ the city does have rich cultural tradition. 

However, in 2006, the city faced major communal violence after razing the ancient dargah of Sayed 

Chisti Rashiuddin, a medieval Sufi saint. This riot claimed six lives. Vadodara has a strong saffron hold 

and deep-rooted communalism.  

  

In Vadodara, there were riots around a Ganesh Chaturthi procession. In September 1990, on the 

occasion of Ganesh Visarjan, Vadodara saw the worst-ever riots in the walled city. Incidentally, the 

city is scarred from some appalling memories of the gruesome “Best Bakery” case during the 2002 

riots. The occasions of religious festivals like Ganesh Chaturthi or Tajiah of Moharram, Ramazan or 

Eid is the trigger of the riots every year.  Since 2008, the communal outfits have been persistently 

propagated the myth of “love jihad”- inter-faith relationships between Hindu women and Muslim 

men.  

 

Brief about Incident: 

 

As mentioned above, the FIR and the media reports related to this case allege that Sameer forced 

Priya to change her religion and get married to him. He along with his family is torturing Priya and 

also hurling casteist slurs on her since she is Dalit. However, the affidavit filed by Priya in the court 

after Sameer’s arrest and the documents acquired by the team portrays a radically different picture.   

 

Police’s version through the FIR 

 

The FIR was launched in Gotri police station of Vadodara with FIR No - FIR No:- 11196004210480/21 
Dated  17/06/2021. Sameer booked under IPC 498 (a), 376 (2)(N), 377,312,313, 504, 506(2), 120(B), 

and Gujarat Freedom of Religion amendment act 2021 section 4 and Atrocity act 3(2)(5), 

3(1)(w)(1)(2) Time of offence- June 2019 to till date 

Priya is Dalit and Sameer belongs to Muslim community. The FIR alleged that Sameer Abdul Qureshi 

assumed a fake identity of a Christian man on social media and befriended Priya (name Changed) in 

February 2019. He forcefully took her to hotel rooms and at his friend’s house and established an 

intimate relationship with her against her will and without her consent. She repeated said no to him 

but he forced her to perform oral and anal sex with him. He also clicked her nude pictures without 

her knowledge. He even threatened to make the photographs viral.  

 



The FIR further states that the forced sexual encounters led to Priya getting pregnant on three 

occasions. She was forced to undergo abortion twice by administering medicines to her and on the 

third occasion her pregnancy was terminated by taking her to the hospital since the pregnancy was 

in an advanced stage. After that, Sameer took Priya to a religious place and changed her Hindu name 

Priya and forcefully changed her name to Suhanabanu and performed Niqaah.  The FIR alleges that 

she was forcefully converted to Muslim.  

The FIR says that Priya was harassed after the marriage too and she was not allowed to practice her 

religion but forced to follow the faith she was converted to. When she denied to follow Islam, she 

was abused by passing casteist remarks. Her family was also threatened and forced to register the 

marriage.  The marriage was registered. Sameer’s family was also abusing Priya. She was threatened 

with her life.   

Facts mentioned in the Affidavit: 

Priya filed an affidavit before the court dated on 24th June, 2021. She has stated facts in the 

Affidavit which are vastly differing from the FIR filed by the police.  She states in the affidavit that 

she befriended Sameer Qureshi through Instagram in February 2019. Though the account name 

showed ‘Sam Martin Rider’ on Instagram, she said below that name ‘Sameer Qureshi’ was clearly 

mentioned. Thus, she was aware that Sameer was a Muslim. They became friends and started 

meeting often. This resulted in a love affair. She goes on to say that they used to frequently go to 

hotels and have sexual intercourse which was consensual and out of their own free will. She was not 

forced into having sexual intercourse.  

She admits that she became pregnant and underwent abortion out of her own will since Sameer was 

underage and couldn’t marry her yet. She feared defamation if her pregnancy came to light and thus 

took oral medication to abort the foetus. Sameer didn’t force her to abort. The second time she was 

pregnant, they went to the hospital for abortion where again Sameer hadn’t forced her. She 

categorically refuted the allegations that Sameer forcefully had sex with her, took her naked pictures 

and threatened to make them viral. She called these allegations utter lies in the affidavit. She clearly 

says that she didn’t make any of these allegations in the FIR filed by the police.  

She further clarifies that Sameer’s identity was not hidden from her family. Sameer used to 

frequently come to her parents’ house to meet her and talk to her parents. He was aware that they 

belonged to the Dalit caste and they were aware that he was a Muslim. When Sameer came of age, 

Priya and Sameer got married in front of their families with their blessings. They first performed 

Nikaq and then got married in the court under the Special Marriage Act. In fact, her parents signed 

as witnesses in the court.  

Priya’s affidavit also denied allegations that her in laws were mentally harassing her. Priya said 

Sameer’s family treated her well. However, since they belonged to different religions, there were 

some cultural differences that arose between them. These differences led to arguments and fights. 

She got upset and went back to her parent’s place. She went to file a complaint against her husband 

for physical and mental abuse. She denies that her complaint had anything to do with religious 

conversion or forced sexual relationship. She also clarified that neither Sameer nor his family hurled 

any casteist slurs on her. In the affidavit, she has expressed shock on seeing the copy of the FIR 

which put false charges against Sameer and his family which defames them and her. In fact she goes 



on to state in the affidavit that she still loves her husband and wants to live with him. She urges the 

police to withdraw the charges in the FIR against Sameer and his family. However the local court 

rejected Sameer’s bail on 5th July 20211. Priya has in fact approached the High Court to quash the 

FIR2.  

Their marriage certificate states that they got married under the Special Marriage Act on 22nd 

March, 2021 and Nikah was performed on 16th February, 2021. The Nikah certificate also mentioned 

Priya’s changed name. Sameer’s stated that the nikah was performed in the presence of the family 

member of Priya.  

The written agreement between Sameer and Priya dated 8th February 2021 states that they are 

marrying each other out of their own will. It states that Priya knows fully well that Sameer is a 

Muslim and that they are in love from two years. They want to marry under the Special Marriage Act 

and respect each other’s belief. The agreement was signed by Priya’s father and Sameer’s mother as 

witnesses.   

Another affidavit dated 19th Feb 2021 states that Priya got married with Muslim rituals with Sameer 

in presence of elders of the community at Gorva, Vadodara on 16th Feb 2021. It also state that it was 

done without any pressure or force. 

One more agreement between Priya’s father and others (leader of Muslim community) was made on 

3rd April 2021, which states that Priya got married with Muslim rituals without any pressure and had 

relation with Sameer from 2 years. And there was no pressure or threat from other side for 

conversion.  She is mature and educated girl and took her own decision with her choice.  

Findings of the team: 

 

1. The Affidavit filed by Priya in court rejecting the charges slapped against Sameer and her 

application to quash FIR in High Court makes it clear that the charges against Sameer are 

fabricated. She went to the police station to file a complaint against her husband for physical 

and mental abuse. Priya may have been a victim of domestic violence but she was not a victim of 

forced marriage. From the documents and affidavit signed by both the parties it seems that both 

the parties out of their own will had got into the marriage. They registered their marriage under 

the Special marriage act too. It cannot be ignored that Priya’s name was changed to Suhanabanu 

in the niqah certificate but Priya’s Affidavit states that Nikaq was performed with her full 

consent and in the presence of her parents. The case was falsely described as ‘Love Jihad’ by the 

police to propagate the agenda of Love Jihad in the society to promote the fear in the 

community about inter-faith marriages and spreading hatred.  

2. The news of this case as “first love jihad case” was highlighted widely as the main headline in 

many newspapers. However when the Affidavit was filed by Priya for retracting her statement, 

this news was not covered. Few local obscure newspapers and online news portal covered the 

                                                           
1The times of India – (6th July 2021)’  Gujarat: Bail Plea of ‘Love Jihad’ accused rejected-
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/vadodara/bail-plea-of-love-jihad-accused-rejected/articleshow/84154122.cms 
2
The times of India – (12 August 2021)’ Victims of Gujarat’s first love jihad plaint files petition to quash FIR-

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/victim-of-gujs-firstlove-jihad-plaint-files-petition-to-quash-
fir/articleshow/85252854.cms 



news of the Affidavit. 3This perhaps points towards the biased coverage of the media which 

reported selectively about the case and contributed towards the defamation of Sameer and his 

family and more importantly giving a communal hue to the case. The nexus of State, media and 

hindutva forces is strengthening such discriminatory narratives.  

3. The Gujarat Freedom of Religion Amendment Bill was passed on 1st April 2021 in Gujarat 

Assembly and came into force from 15th June 2021. This case was filed in Vadodara just after 2 

days of law coming into force. This was highlighted widely as the first Love Jihad case in 

consonance with the amendment to the Act. According to FIR, the crime took place from June 

2019 to till date (means till date of filing the FIR). Thus this law is applied retrospectively which is 

unfair and questionable in jurisprudence.  

4. The State which has passed the Gujarat Freedom of Religion Amendment act citing forceful 

conversions under the pretext of marriage ironically has no data on the number of cases of “love 

jihad” in the state. The state has not been able to furnish any data to support its claims. 

Fabricating such cases may appear as one of the ways to justify the Act and also create a data 

base.  

5. In the aforesaid case the involvement of Hindu Jagran Manch is strong. Hindu Jagran Manch is 

spreading its branches in different districts of Gujarat.  Its involvement in the Khambhat riots in 

2019 is well known and in public domain. Neeraj Jain from the Hindu Jagran Manch, one of the 

accused in the Khambhat riots is actively pursuing the case against Sameer and his family by 

raising the bogey of love jihad. This points towards the impunity that Hindu supremacist 

organization enjoys and their involvement in fabricating such fake cases to spread the campaign 

of love jihad. (https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/vadodara/first-arrest-under-love-jihad-

law-in-state/articleshow/83648428.cms) 

6. The propaganda of love jihad and such fabricated cases promotes the patriarchal mind set and 

attitudes which believe that women are not capable to make their own choices in life. This 

narrative is promoted deliberately to infantilize women and consolidate control over sexuality of 

women. This point should be central to larger debates related to this Act.  

 

 

                                                           
3free press journal.in (6th July 2021)  Gujarat’s First love Jihad victim retracts allegations, disappear- 
https://www.freepressjournal.in/india/gujarats-first-love-jihad-victim-retracts-allegations-disappears 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/vadodara/first-arrest-under-love-jihad-law-in-state/articleshow/83648428.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/vadodara/first-arrest-under-love-jihad-law-in-state/articleshow/83648428.cms
https://www.freepressjournal.in/india/gujarats-first-love-jihad-victim-retracts-allegations-disappears

